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You've had a very full conference day already and are ready to unwind, I'm sure. So, it might be more fun if we spent most of our time together in conversation. I
thought I would offer just a few comments at the outset to set the table, and then we can talk about whatever you'd like.

Being governor of Massachusetts is my first job in elective office. I have spent most of my professional life in the private sector, most of that time in or around
large companies like those so many of you represent. One of the things I noticed about corporations was the incredible emphasis on managing for the next
quarter, getting those short-term results sometimes to the detriment of the long-term interests of the enterprise. 

I ran for office in the first place because I saw that bad habit at work in government, where we govern more and more for the next election cycle, or the next
news cycle, and not the next generation. The consequences of that short-term focus in private industry can be problematic but in government it can be
calamitous. By 2006, when the voters went to the polls in my first election, the consequences of a decade and a half of governing for the short-term in
Massachusetts were pretty significant.

Massachusetts ranked 47  out of 50 states for job growth, almost dead last and well behind other high-wage, high-skill economies like New York, California and
North Carolina.

We had suffered the largest labor force decline in the Nation, second only to Louisiana, which had been ravaged the year before by Hurricane Katrina.

We were losing manufacturing jobs at double the rate of the Nation as a whole. Our population was declining.

That's just what we expected to confront. That's not accounting for the unexpected.

I expected to face fiscal and other economic challenges, but not a global economic collapse. I expected to find a sub-par transportation system, but not a bankrupt
and dysfunctional one. I expected to face public safety challenges, but not the failure of a key water supply, a tornado, or a terrorist attack at the Boston
Marathon.

But I believed that if we were willing to govern for the long-term interests of the state, to invest in our people and our future, we could together turn our
Commonwealth around.

We needed a strategy, of course, and we chose one based on some of the inherent and historical strengths of Massachusetts. Specifically, we chose to invest
time, ideas and money in education, innovation and infrastructure.

We invest in education because, in today’s knowledge-based economy, that’s the single best way to prepare our people for work and for life. With some 300
universities, research institutions and teaching hospitals within 90 minutes of downtown Boston, we have one of the greatest concentrations of brainpower in the
world. So, we cultivate education as other states would natural advantages in oil or agriculture.

We invest in innovation because focusing on industries that depend on a concentration of brainpower is the best way to play to our strengths. That's why we have
emphasized the life sciences and biotech, clean tech, the whole range of digital technologies -- from data storage and management to robotics, gaming and cyber
security. Advanced manufacturing is making a strong comeback, too.

And we invest in infrastructure because these are the unglamorous things the public builds as a platform for private investment and personal ambition. That
means roads, rails and bridges, of course, but also public and affordable housing, broadband and new laboratory and classroom facilities at our public colleges
and universities. By the way, for us infrastructure includes both health care and efforts to reduce business costs and regulation, because these are also public
investments that enable private and personal growth.

So, that's the strategy: education, innovation and infrastructure.With the support of our Legislature and the collaboration of our municipal leaders, the universities,
the business community, labor unions and many others, we have executed that strategy consistently and with discipline.

And it has made a difference.

Massachusetts recovered from the Great Recession stronger and faster than the rest of the country and today is ranked the most economically competitive state
in America.  We are first in the Nation in entrepreneurial activity and per capita venture funding as well.

We are at a 25-year high in employment, exceeding the national rate of job growth since 2007.

Our biotech sector is one of the fastest growing in the world, our clean tech sector has grown 47 percent over the past 4 years, and we have trained over
100,000 people for jobs in these and other burgeoning innovation sectors.

Advanced manufacturing in Massachusetts is growing more than 50 percent faster than in the Nation as a whole, and seven times the rate it did during the
previous Administration. 
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Multi-family housing starts have tripled and commercial property development is on the rebound.

We rank first in the Nation in student achievement, health care coverage (with over 98 percent of our residents insured), energy efficiency (outpacing California,
the historic leader, for the last 4 years), veterans’ services, and much, much more.

Young people and families are moving into Massachusetts again, and at a faster rate than anywhere else in the region.

We've invested responsibly, too.  Our budgets are balanced, we have reformed more of state government than any administration in 30 years, our rainy day fund
is one of the strongest in the country, and we have the highest bond rating in Commonwealth history.

We made it easier to do business in Massachusetts by cutting the state’s business tax rate three times, and bringing double-digit annual health care premium
increases (the number one cost concern for Massachusetts businesses) in line with overall inflation.

We introduced competition to auto insurance, bringing new entrants into our market and increasing choice and value for consumers.

We created a permitting ombudsman to assist businesses locating or expanding here, raised the bar for assessing the small business impacts of new regulations,
and amended or eliminated hundreds of outdated ones. 

Eight years later, fully mindful of the work that lies ahead, I can confidently report that Massachusetts is back in the leadership business.  I’m proud of that.

A huge part of that strategy, as I mentioned, has been collaboration.  Collaboration has been the source and the power of innovation in the private sector and in
government itself.  Let me give you a few examples in each area of our strategy focus.

School reform had seen 20 years of collaboration between educators, business leaders and policy makers.  And yet we had a persistent achievement gap.  So,
we brought all those and other interests together 5 years ago to develop new rules and new tools to help us reach the kids we were leaving behind -- meaning
poor children, children with special needs and children for whom English was their second language. Today, thanks to the Achievement Gap Act, we have an
unprecedented level of innovation in our classrooms. All children's performance has sharply improved, but the proficiency of African American and Latino students
has risen faster. And we have unions, business, policy makers, and parents all working together. A similar approach to our community colleges now has them
working as a more coordinated system for workforce development.

Our public and private universities are collaborating with each other and with industry in unprecedented ways. For example, we have partnered with MIT, Harvard,
Boston University, UMass and Northeastern, as well as Cisco and EMC, to establish the Massachusetts Green High Performance Computing Center, the most
powerful computing facility east of the Mississippi. Located in Holyoke, a struggling city in the western part of Massachusetts, the center has been used as a
platform for industry-academic research in bio-informatics and cloud computing as well as for STEM education and computer science programs at the K-12 level. 
It's been a pretty important catalyst for economic revitalization in the city and region, too.

Examples of collaboration in the innovation sectors include our Life Sciences Initiative, a $1 billion, 10-year investment to strengthen our life sciences community
through science-based bridge funding for promising companies crossing the valley of death or growth-related infrastructure.  So far, about $600 million of public
spending has leveraged almost $2 billion in private sector investment and created thousands of jobs, to the point where biotech is the fastest growing sector of
our economy and the most significant supercluster in the world. 

Spurred on by some key legislation we enacted 7 years ago, our clean energy sector has grown 47 percent over the past four years, including a 10.5 percent
increase in jobs in 2013. Today, the state’s clean energy sector is comprised of 5,800 firms employing nearly 90,000 people and is a $10 billion sector in
Massachusetts. Just for context, we started with 6KW of alternative generation when I took office and have over 800KW today.We are also poised to be home to
the Nation's first offshore wind farm. We have the Nation's first successful carbon trade market in the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative. And, as I mentioned,
we are first in energy efficiency.

With the world in the midst of a knowledge explosion and capital more globalized than ever, we believe it is important not to try to go it alone, but rather to
collaborate with innovators, inventors and investors beyond Massachusetts. So, we have traveled all over the country and the world, renewing relationships and
building new ones with business, education and government leaders who are also inventing the future.

Lord knows, not everything’s fixed. But we have focused on what needs to happen to leave the Commonwealth better than we found her. And we have brought
the same long-term focus to fixing what’s broken as we have to growing the economy and jobs.

All of this shows the special power of collaboration. Every one of the accomplishments I named, and many others I could name, we have achieved because we
worked together – state, local and federal governments, business, teachers, researchers and the whole academy, working people, nonprofits, advocates of every
type and kind, regular citizens who got up and got involved. In times of challenge and trouble, and in times of triumph, I keep asking people to turn to each other
instead of on each other. When we have done that, it has made a difference.

Thank you for having me, and I am happy to take questions, comments or advice.


